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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Compulsory REVISION comments

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript
and highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors
should write his/her feedback here)

After reading the paper I feel that the manuscript is of potential interest to the
readership of this journal, but there are major issues that must be addressed
before the article could be published:
/ * The literature review should be more carefully synthesised and structured. The
use of sub-headings and signposting would help the reader to follow the argument
being developed through the paper.
/ * There does not appear to be an explicit theoretical framework - this makes it
difficult to explain the differences between outcomes of the research groups.
Currently the manuscript appears to be somewhat descriptive and a theoretical.
/ * The results section requires far greater organisation and structuring. The
analysis is too general, and the reported results are somewhat selective. This
section needs to be more carefully and systematically constructed.
/ * Further, the analysis and findings must be critical and interpretive rather than
just descriptive.
/ * The final discussion and conclusion should make it clear how the findings
contribute to new knowledge.
/* The Methodology lacked suitable detail.
/* Methodology of the central work is exposed appropriately.
/* Research methodology based on research goals is poor on absent.
/* The research/evaluation methodology is not justified, clear and appropriate
(including ethical considerations / approval where appropriate)
/* The academic writing needs work.
/* The discussion should be more concise and the outcomes should be discussed
in relation to the existing research. The language style of this section has to
improve.
/* Recommendations should also be given for practice and further research.
/* Some references within the paper body are not correct.
/* The paper must be correctly formatted according the journal format
/* Similarity check with iThenticate revealed a similarity index of 9% which is
considered appropriate. A maximum of around 60 quoted words is accepted per
paper. There is one paper with over 60 words. No previously copyrighted material
can be used. See the attachment file with the plagiarism check results.
/* In preparing a revised manuscript, please also include a table of how you have
responded to each of the issues listed above point by point.
I look forward to receiving your revised manuscript in the near future.

Minor REVISION comments
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(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details)
Are there ethical issues in this manuscript?
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